Briefing Session
Creative Art Competition 2021

May 2021
Important Dates
Submissions
Guidelines
Queries
This Competition is organised by the Financial Services Fund (FSF) operating under the Financial Services Commission (FSC), Mauritius.
Closing date for submission of works

Wednesday, 30 June 2021.
Submissions

Short documentary or fiction film of a duration of 2 to 3 minutes (a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 3 minutes).
SUBMISSION

Film to be submitted on **USB** or **DVD**
Submissions

Participants must deliver **final product** and a **duly signed printed project report**.

1. Film title
2. Film concept and objective
3. Proof of usage of music tracks
4. Signed consent forms of all artists involved (actors, voice-over commentary, music composer, etc.), and any other copyright agreement (like script writer)
5. Hand-written attestation of participant to confirm originality of film and that the film has been produced by him or her (Certificate of ethics)
6. Signed by participant with NID number
Guidelines

**LANGUAGE**
- Creole,
- French and
- English

**MUSIC**
- Licensed music mandatory or original.
- Proof of right of usage must be included in Project Report.
Guidelines

VIDEO RESOLUTION AND QUALITY

- HD is the final delivery format
- Participant can shoot on HD or 4K, but must deliver final version in HD
- Filming quality lower than HD will not be accepted
Guidelines

VIDEO FORMAT

• The final file must be Quicktime (.movi), H.264 compression.
• No other format will be accepted.

AUDIO

• Good broadcast quality sound (especially voice-overs) required.
RIGHTS ON FILM

• Participant retains artistic rights, while broadcasting and exploitation rights belong to FSC Mauritius.

• FSF/FSC Mauritius reserve the right to request any modification on the product to meet its objectives.
For additional information, please send your queries to:

- fscmauritius@intnet.mu
- aramjeet@fscmauritius.org
- rseewoosunkur@fscmauritius.org
- rgoolab@fscmauritius.org
Thank You!